Hi Geoff,

I remember my Sunday school teacher trying to explain the concept of a mitzvah with the core of it being about action; after her anecdotal story explaining a real world example, I asked the teacher what about the saying "it's the thought that counts"? She said that it didn't apply to Judaism.

You may have read Gary discussing the "black hatters" which is a term he uses for the Hasidic Jews which as you probably learned from Erez's theses are the backbone of De Beers providing their distribution but moreover acting as their intelligence gathering network which in the case of the De Beers site-holders allows them to further ingratiate themselves with De Beers which ultimately is reflected in the quality of diamonds that De Beers sells them.

These "men of G-d", refuse to serve in the Israeli Defense Force despite there being mandatory service, and they belittle Jews that are not Hasidic for their lack of Judaism.

Yet, in the picture above you see Gary and Rabbi Schneerson who was viewed by many Hassidim as the messiah engaging in a very bizarre ritual... One would think that these “men of G-d” would be handing out the words of G-d or messages of Judaism, but instead you see them engaging in the promotion of the US$ which has nothing to do with Judaism and everything to do with De Beers.

Jewish people like Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc. who would eat Bacon Lettuce and Tomato sandwiches in the presence of the real top Black Hatter, Martin Rapaport of the Rapaport Report without even a thought given to Stephen Cohen’s bosses at De Beers Central Selling Organization located in downtown London have always been not only non-Jewish but virulent anti-Semites going back to Ernest Oppenheimer who in 1929 in the most contrived stock market collapse was allowed by the rest of De Beers bankers throughout the world to become the central figure in charge of the De Beers-Anglo American cartel who only have a presence on 47th Street, New York and retail money laundering stores on the most expensive real estate in all of the United States so as to remind the US Justice Department not only who butters their bread but were they to really launch a full scale investigation it would in an instant implicate all 3 branches of the US Government.
House takes aim at OPEC

The Senate proved their culpability a few weeks ago when they voted to allow the US Justice Department to sue OPEC for price fixing despite their lack of jurisdiction; as you remember from your previous student’s theses, jurisdiction has been the saving grace for De Beers since most assume that the price fixing occurs in London. Of course you now know that there was much more discussed between Stephen Cohen and Martin Rapaport while they broke bread on 47th Street, New York.

Rod Ward of Skadden Arps, reply to my email not only confirmed his receipt but in doing so, also demonstrated that he is not thinking clearly; had he done his due diligence he would have remained silent.

That said, how do you suggest I respond to Rod Ward’s email below?

I hope this finds you well,
Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: Ward, Jr., Rodman [mailto:Rod.Ward@skadden.com]
Sent: Monday, June 09, 2008 4:36 AM
To: Adam L Tucker
Subject: RE: "Free Market" - Diamonds are not forever

please stop sending me emails

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:justanotherant@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2008 8:21 PM
To: Ward, Jr., Rodman (WIL)
Cc: Klubes, Benjamin B (WAS); DiBianco, Gary (WAS); Raman, Anand S (WAS); Barloons, Joseph L (WAS); Boucher, Jamie L (WAS); Gross, Kenneth A (WAS); Hong, Ki P (WAS); Miles, Melissa L (WAS); Noble, Lawrence M (WAS); Luce, Gregory M (WAS); Harris, April (NYC); Kao, Frances (CHI); Allen, Jose R (SFC); Del Tufo, Robert J (NYC); Amodeo, John A (WAS); Eisenberg, Henry C (WAS); Jackson, Jerry L (WAS); Connolly, Mary E (WAS); Connolly, Mary E (WAS); Bernstein, Glen S (WAS); Broadstone, June (WAS); Clark, Gerard A (WAS); Estes, Matthew W. S. (WAS); Farren, Mary Margaret (WAS); Foley, Cheryl (WAS); Francescani, Donna M (WAS); Hill, David J. (WAS); Symons, Noel H (WAS); Mancktelow, Belinda (LON); Hoffman, Michael K (NYC); Hale, Thomas A (CHI); DeCapo, Thomas A (BOS); Lawrence, Andrew M (WAS); Pfeffer, Jerry L (WAS); Booye, Sherri L (WAS); Bailey, Gregory S (CHI); Crane, Edward M (CHI); deBeers, Kimberly A (CHI); Freeman, Louis S (CHI); Gorman, Eric J (CHI); Gupta, Shippi (CHI); Hassan, Susan S (CHI); Hogan III, Albert L (CHI); Kenoe, Andrew S (CHI); Kipp, Matthew R (CHI); Krupp, Peter C (CHI); Lavey, Warren G (CHI); LeDuc, Andre (CHI); Levy, David F (CHI); McGovern, Lynn M (CHI); Miller, Maxwell M (CHI); Nelsen, Timothy A (CHI); Olson, Nancy M (CHI); Pollock, Ann H (CHI); Polster, David (CHI); Salzman, Jerrold E (CHI); Bresnahan, Arthur W (CHI); Goodman, Louis A (BOS); Carroll, James R (BOS); Clancy, David S (BOS); Dougherty, Thomas J (BOS);
Rod,

To what extent do you believe is the effect that the De Beers Anglo-American diamond monopoly which has no entry for competition and has operated for more than 100 years without interruption has on our "free or mixed market system"?
To what extent do you believe is the effect of an untraceable unregulated
currency in the same said market system?

The following is an excerpt from Wikipedia: FBI Agent Robert Hanssen who
is responsible for the worst security breach in US history

"Hanssen was arrested on February 18, 2001, at Foxstone Park near his home
in Vienna, Virginia, charged with selling American secrets to Moscow for
more than $1.4 million in cash and diamonds over a 22-year period. On July
6, 2001, he pleaded guilty to 15 counts of espionage in federal court. He
was subsequently sentenced to life in prison without parole. His
activities have been described as "possibly the worst intelligence
disaster in US history."

Do you think that Robert Hanssen is the only person to have ever been paid
in untraceable unregulated diamond currency?

Do you think JP Morgan co-founder of the Federal Reserve System, ever
thought that the masses would ever realize his role in the creation of the
most transparent money laundering system when he formed Anglo-American
alongside your son-in-law's great grandfather, Ernest Oppenheimer?

I don't believe that you are Jewish, but does it upset you or any of those
around you to know that according to the United States OSS and the US
Justice Department, Harry Oppenheimer was supplying Hitler with diamonds
both as currency and for the much needed precision tooling necessary to
amass a military capable of taking on Europe and wiping out 6 million of
the best and brightest?

Does it bother you to have to visit your grandchildren in South Africa
because their father is not allowed to set foot on US soil without of
course incriminating the US Justice Department that much more?

Have you ever read the non-fiction novel "The Diamond Invention" by Edward
J Epstein?

Ch9 - Diamonds for Hitler

Ch18 - The American Conspiracy

http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap18.htm

Cheers,

Adam

P.S. When forwarding this on to Jonathan, please make note of the entire CC section and be sure to remind him to add Special Agent Curran Thomerson from the San Diego Field Office to the payroll as I'm sure he is not compensated enough by the US Government.

P.P.S. When next passing Michael L. Weiner in the halls at Skadden's New York Office, pay careful attention to his eyes as they will tell you if his lack of action as Skadden's New York, Partner responsible for "Antitrust Matters" is due to his culpability, stupidity, or both.

------------------------------------------------------------------

To ensure compliance with Treasury Department regulations, we advise you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this message was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law provisions or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addressed herein.

This email and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient of this email, you are hereby notified any dissemination, distribution or copying of this email, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you receive this email in error please immediately notify me at (212) 735-3000 and permanently delete the original copy and any copy of any email, and any printout thereof.
Further information about the firm, a list of the Partners and their professional qualifications will be provided upon request.